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SUMMARY
The State of Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities, in cooperation with the
Federal Highway Administration, is proposing to reconstruct the Seward Highway between
Milepost 105 and Milepost 107 (Windy Corner) to realign and construct safety improvements.
This portion of the highway is located within a right-of-way within the boundary of Chugach
State Park. Much of Chugach State Park is protected under Section 6(f)(3) of the Land and Water
Conservation Fund Act, Public Law 108-198.
The State of Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities proposes to remove
federal protection from a total of 39.56 acres of Chugach State Park property by converting it
from public recreation lands to transportation use (Table S-1).
Table S-1. Summary of Land and Water Conservation Fund (LWCF) Conversion Acreage
Type of Use
Material Extraction1
Material Extraction1
Subtotal for Material
Extraction1
Transportation Right-ofWay (ROW)
Acquisition
Conversion (not ROW) 1
Subtotal
TOTAL LWCF
Conversion

Type of Land
LWCF lands (Uplands)
LWCF lands (Uplands)
LWCF lands (Uplands)

Description of Use
Extract material from MP 109
Extract material from MP 104

Size (Acres)
19.6
15.8
35.4

LWCF (Mudflats)

Fill Footprint

3.97

LWCF (Mudflats)
LWCF Mudflats
LWCF Uplands &
Mudflats

Remnant LWCF lands

0.19
4.16
39.56

1

Material sites and remnant LWCF mudflats will remain in Department of Natural Resource Division of Parks &
Outdoor Recreation ownership.

The conversion is needed to provide right-of-way and material sites for construction of highway
improvements on this section of the Seward Highway. The Seward Highway from Anchorage to
Girdwood is one of five designated safety corridors in Alaska, due to its elevated rate of highseverity (e.g., fatal/major) injury motor vehicle crashes. The stretch of highway proposed for
improvements also suffers poor level of service, due to a combination of increased traffic flow,
topography and geometry, and local attractions causing differential speeds among drivers.
The purpose of this Environmental Assessment is to evaluate the effects of removal of Federal
protection over these 39.56 acres to allow for the proposed highway improvements, including
proposed mitigation. The document provides descriptive information to support the National
Park Service review and decision and identifies potential environmental consequences associated
with the proposed conversion of federally-protected recreational parkland to a transportation use.
It evaluates the ‘No Action’ Alternative and ‘Proposed Action’ Alternative, allowing the affected
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public to understand the context of the proposed conversion prior to the National Park Service
decision.
The proposed highway safety improvements project would improve the highway alignment to
reduce curvature at Windy Corner and bring the highway up to the State of Alaska Department
of Transportation and Public Facilities design standards. The project involves realigning the
existing two-lane highway and reconstructing the road as a divided two-lane highway. In order to
create space for the road realignment, the existing Alaska Railroad Corporation tracks will be
realigned and relocated farther into Turnagain Arm. The space created by the road and rail
realignment will further improve safety by accommodating improved parking/turnout facilities
on both sides of the highway with new auxiliary lanes for traffic entering and exiting the
highway and passing lanes. Recreation facilities provided along the corridor will reduce the
number of motorists slowing and stopping on the road to view wildlife. In order for the State of
Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities to construct the highway safety
improvements, some protected lands will need to be converted to right-of-way or used as
material sites.
The State of Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities plans to mitigate the
impact of the conversion by relinquishing 14.7 acres of land within the existing highway
right-of-way to Chugach State Park and constructing outdoor recreation support facilities
(parking, trail access, boardwalk, etc.) in the area transferred to Chugach State Park
(Figure ES-1). The replacement area will have greater recreation utility than the converted sites.
The converted mudflats are only accessible at low tide and are hazardous areas for recreation.
The converted upland areas have no formal trails and low levels of recreation use. The
replacement site will provide recreation facilities for the thousands of Alaska residents and
visitors that recreate by viewing wildlife and scenery along Turnagain Arm and that hike along
Turnagain Arm Trail, one of the more heavily used trails in the park.
Based on the alternatives analysis, the State of Alaska Department of Transportation and Public
Facilities is requesting that the State of Alaska Department of Natural Resources, Division of
Parks and Outdoor Recreation, forward a recommendation to the National Park Service to
approve the proposed conversion and replacement.
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Figure S-1: Land and Water Conservation Fund Conversion and Replacement Parcels
III
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INTRODUCTION
Chugach State Park (CSP) was established in 1970. Land and Water Conservation Fund (LWCF)
funds were used to support land acquisition for the park and have been used to support several
park improvements over the last 45 years. Use of LWCF funds results in protection of CSP lands
for public outdoor recreation under Section 6(f)(3) of the LWCF Act. Section 6(f)(3) requires
that protected parkland that is converted to a use other than outdoor recreation be replaced with
property that is of at least equal fair market value and equivalent recreation utility as the property
that was converted. The replacement property must constitute a viable recreational unit or be
acquired as an addition to an existing recreational unit. Development of the replacement property
may be required to ensure that a level of recreation utility is achieved similar to what was lost at
the converted site.
Appendix A contains figures depicting the currently protected portion of CSP, the proposed
conversion areas, and the CSP areas that will remain protected by Section 6(f)(3) if the proposed
conversion is approved.

Background
CSP was established by the State of Alaska in 1970 (Alaska Statute (AS) 41.21.120-41.21.125)
and was designated a special purpose area in accordance with Article 8, Section 8 of the Alaska
Constitution (State of Alaska Department of Natural Resources [DNR], 2011). The park
purposes identified by State statute include:
▪

To protect and supply a satisfactory water supply for the use of the people.

▪

To provide recreational opportunities for the people by providing areas for specified uses
and constructing the necessary facilities in those areas.

▪

To protect areas of unique and exceptional scenic value.

▪

To provide areas for the public display of local wildlife.

▪

To protect the existing wilderness characteristics of the easterly interior area.

CSP contains approximately 495,000 acres. It is one of the four largest state parks in the United
States (U.S.). The park contains a vast diversity of land forms and rugged topography with
mountains, ocean shoreline, lakes, glaciers, and ice fields. CSP is one of Alaska’s most
accessible parks, with the western boundary adjacent to the State’s largest city (Figure 1) and the
Seward Highway providing easy access along the park’s southern boundary. The park provides a
diverse array of year-round recreational opportunities for thousands of users. Recreational
activities include off-roading (motorized vehicles), biking, boating, cabin use, camping, hiking,
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horseback riding, wind surfing, kite boarding, and climbing. The DNR manages CSP through the
DNR Department of Parks and Outdoor Recreation (DPOR).

Figure 1: Chugach State Park Location
The Seward Highway corridor
is located within the
boundaries of CSP. The
highway is located in a
300-foot-wide State of Alaska
Department of Transportation
and Public Facilities
(DOT&PF) right-of-way
(ROW) approximately
centered on the highway
centerline. The Alaska
Railroad Corporation (ARRC)
also has a rail line through the
corridor. The ARRC rail line is
located in a 200-foot-wide
corridor centered on the rail

Photograph 1: Seward Highway Transportation Corridor
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line centerline. The DOT&PF highway ROW overlaps the ARRC corridor in some areas. The
ARRC issued to DOT&PF a Blanket Permit for highway uses within the ARRC corridor in
certain areas in 1989. This Blanket Permit was extended to 2036 under a 2001 Memorandum of
Agreement (MOA) between DOT&PF, DNR, and ARRC (Appendix B). The 2001 MOA further
established the desire of these three agencies to work together in planning, development, and
operation of the transportation facilities within the Seward Highway corridor for public benefit,
while recognizing the diverse missions of each entity.
Importantly, the
three entities recognized
the essential role of the
Seward Highway and the
Alaska Railroad as critical
state transportation
infrastructure and the
purposes of CSP and the
importance of consideration
of CSP purposes and policies
in the design and
construction of
transportation projects in the
corridor. The agreement also
recognized that realignment
Photograph 2: Alaska Railroad along Turnagain Arm
of the highway and rail line
was needed to improve traffic operations, congestion and public safety, and that changes in land
ownership and/or management authority would be needed to accommodate realignment.

Windy Corner Improvements Background
In 2001, DOT&PF, DNR, and ARRC established an MOA guiding cooperative efforts toward
addressing the operational constraints and safety concerns along the Seward Highway corridor
between Potter Station (Milepost [MP] 117) and Girdwood (MP 90). In 2004, DOT&PF
proposed design improvements to Seward Highway from MP 104 to MP 115. Design and
permitting efforts for this project were suspended when it was determined that construction
funding was not available.
The issue of operational and safety improvements to this section of the highway was revisited in
2011, when DOT&PF commissioned a value engineering (VE) study to provide rough order
costs for various alignment alternatives. The alternatives covered in the VE study built on and
expanded the work completed in 2004, with multiple variations for alignment shifts and a shorter
section of highway (MP 105 to MP 107).
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Following the VE study, DOT&PF made the decision to move forward with design,
documentation, and permitting for the MP 105 to MP 107 segment (Windy Corner
Improvements Project). State and federal funding is being used for the project, and the DOT&PF
is preparing an Environmental Assessment on the MP 105 to MP 107 Windy Corner
Improvements Project. The DOT&PF initiated consultation with DNR in 2014 to begin the
LWCF conversion process for the conversion and replacement of CSP land funded by and
protected under the LWCF Act.
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CHAPTER 1—PURPOSE AND NEED
The purpose of this project is to remove federal protection from 39.56 acres of CSP land between
MP 104 and MP 109 of the Seward Highway to allow for proposed highway improvements at
Windy Corner. The highway improvements are needed to address capacity and safety issues
along the Seward Highway between MP 105 and MP 107. Potential material sites to support
construction of the highway improvements are located near MP 109 and between MP 104 and
MP 105. The conversion is needed to provide DOT&PF with the land necessary for highway and
railroad realignment and to provide material sources for construction.
The Seward Highway, a National Scenic Byway and All-American Road, is the only road access
to Anchorage from communities to the south and Alaska Marine Highway System stops at
Whittier and Homer. As such, the highway supports heavy commercial, recreational, and
residential traffic. Average daily traffic volumes within the corridor were estimated at
10,156 vehicles for 2012, with heaviest average daily traffic operations exceeding
22,000 vehicles during peak summer months (DOT&PF, 2012).

Photograph 3: Seward Highway Summer Traffic
Traffic operations between MP 105 and MP 107 of the highway are frequently disrupted by
motorists slowing and parking along the highway shoulder to view wildlife. When Dall sheep
congregate on the rock cliffs on the north side of the highway, many cars slow suddenly and pull
off the road to view the sheep.
5
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There is a high differential in speed between
motorists traveling through the corridor and those
focused on enjoying the scenic sights and
wildlife viewing. Speed differentials, in
combination with the uncontrolled traffic
movements entering and exiting the highway at
Windy Corner, contribute to the elevated
fatal/major injury crash rates within the corridor.
Over a 45-year span, between 1977 and 2012,
this highway segment (MP 105 to MP 107) had
the highest number of fatal crashes and secondhighest rate of major injury crashes of any
segment between Potter Station and Girdwood
(Figure 2).

Photograph 4: Sheep on Cliffs above
Windy Corner

Figure 2: Seward Highway Crash Levels

In an effort to decrease the rate of high-severity injury crashes along the Windy Corner highway
segment, DOT&PF established a highway safety corridor and restricted speeds to 55 miles per
hour (mph). The Seward Highway between Anchorage and Girdwood is now one of five
designated safety corridors in Alaska. This measure has partially addressed the safety issues in
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the corridor; however, the ‘safety corridor’ designation is considered to be an interim measure
until more permanent engineering measures are implemented; it is not a permanent solution.
Realigning the Seward Highway at Windy Corner provides a more-permanent solution by
reconstructing the highway to meet current FHWA design standards, provide turn lanes—where
warranted—and afford safer viewpoints along Turnagain Arm. Approval of this LWCF
conversion/replacement proposal would allow DOT&PF to make the necessary highway
operational and safety
improvements.
As noted earlier in this document,
DOT&PF and CSP have worked
together in the past on highway
realignments and improvements.
Materials needed for highway
improvements in the corridor
through CSP have historically been
obtained from material sites
developed in CSP. According to
internal and external cost analyses
(Table 1 and 2), the lowest
estimated cost for using fill
materials from outside CSP would
Photograph 5: Sightseers Standing on Highway
Shoulder
be approximately $50 million to
$60 million dollars, or two to three times the cost of acquiring fill from material sources within
CSP. Using alternative material sources would eliminate the need to remove federal protection
from the CSP lands identified for material sites; however, it may financially preclude DOT&PF
from constructing the highway improvements project.
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Table 1: Windy Corner Material Source Comparison
From Material
Sites 1 and/or 6

Imported from
Off-Park Location

Borrow C Cost ($/Ton)

$6.50(1)

$18.00(2)

Royalty ($/Ton)

$0.00

$0.00

Subtotal ($/Ton)

$6.50

$18.00

Fill (Ton)

3,315,675

3,315,675

Total ($)

$21,551,888

$59,682,150

Cost Savings over Importation from Off-Park Location

$38,130,263

(1) Per plans-in-hand submittal dated November 3, 2014
(2) This cost is based on $11–15/ton unit costs for Borrow A received in bids for West Dowling Phase 2 (2013 project), which
called for 978,360 total tons of borrow. Additionally, Skookum Quarry provided an estimated unit cost of $8/ton for shot-rock
borrow material production, not including transportation and placement. Assuming transportation and placement accounts for
slightly over half of the total borrow cost, this estimate supports the predicted unit cost used above. In addition, Curry Quarry
(ARRC-owned, located approximately 20 miles north of Talkeetna) provided an estimate of $75/ton for rock production and
transportation via rail, not including the cost of placement. This would increase the total Borrow C cost to $248.7 million dollars.
However, it is probable that this unit cost would be reduced, due to volume.

An independent third-party cost analysis, conducted by Granite Construction, Inc., evaluated six
material sources for the project, and three transportation options. This analysis found that rock
from within the park at MP109 would cost approximately $24 million. The next cheapest
alternative would be to haul material by train from Eklutna, which was expected to cost $50
million. Table 2, below, indicates the material sources, transport methods, and anticipated costs
evaluated.
Table 2: Third-Party Material Source Cost Summary
Source

Transport Method

Cost

MP109

Truck

$24 million

MP109

Train

$31 million

Portage Valley

Truck

$62 million

Portage Valley

Train

$62 million

Eklutna

Train

$50 million

Chugiak

Truck

$90 million

Granite Cove

Barge

$110 million

Diamond Point

Barge

$78 million

Source: Granite Construction, Inc., 2017
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CHAPTER 2—DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVES
Alternatives to the proposed LWCF conversion include the following:
▪

‘No Action’

▪

‘Proposed Action’

▪

Partial Conversion

‘No Action’ Alternative
Under the ‘No Action’, the federallyprotected Section 6(f) CSP parcels would
not be converted to a transportation use and
DOT&PF would not construct the
improvements on the Seward Highway at
Photograph 6: Cars on Shoulder for
Windy Corner. This segment of the highway
Wildlife Viewing
would continue to have an elevated rate of
high-severity injury crashes due to road geometry and traffic issues related to wildlife viewing
and other driver distractions.
Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the existing highway and rail corridors and federally-protected
Section 6(f) CSP parcels in the vicinity of the Seward Highway MP 105 to MP 107.

‘Proposed Action’ Alternative
The ‘Proposed Action’ would result in removal of federal protection from a total of 39.56 acres
of CSP. The LWCF lands being converted are shown in Figures 5 and 6 (Table 3).
Table 3. Summary of LWCF Conversion Acreage
Type of Use
Material Extraction1
Material Extraction1
Subtotal for Material
Extraction1
Transportation ROW
Acquisition
Conversion (not
ROW)1
Subtotal
TOTAL LWCF
Conversion
1

Type of Land
LWCF lands (Uplands)
LWCF lands (Uplands)
LWCF lands (Uplands)

Description of Use
Extract material from MP 109
Extract material from MP 104

Size (Acres)
19.6
15.8
35.4

LWCF (Mudflats)

Fill Footprint

3.97

LWCF (Mudflats)

Remnant LWCF lands

0.19

LWCF Mudflats
LWCF Uplands &
Mudflats

4.16
39.56

Material sites and remnant LWCF mudflats will remain in DNR DPOR ownership.
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Under the Windy Corner project, DOT&PF proposes to acquire a total of 26.3 acres of the
intertidal estuarine mudflats in Turnagain Arm from CSP to realign the highway and railroad
(Table 4). The boundaries of CSP on the Turnagain Arm mudflats differ from the boundary of
the lands protected under LWCF. This may be due to the LWCF boundaries being approved
prior to the final boundary configuration of the park. Based on the LWCF boundary, only 3.97
acres of the proposed 26.3 acres of mudflats are protected under the LWCF Act. This 3.97 acres
would be converted from recreational use to transportation use. In addition, the ROW acquisition
as proposed would leave 0.19 acres of stranded or ‘orphan’ LWCF-protected outcrops on the
seaward side of the realigned highway. At the request of DNR and the National Park Service
(NPS), DOT&PF proposes to remove LWCF protection from that 0.19 acres as well. Therefore,
a total of 4.16 acres of estuarine intertidal area would be converted.
Table 4. Right-of-Way Acquisition and Fill Summary
Action/Use
ROW Acquistion/Fill Footprint
ROW Acquistion/Fill Footprint
Total ROW Acquistion/Fill Footprint1

Type of Land
LWCF (Mudflats)
Non-LWCF (Tidal
waters)
All Lands

1

Size (Acres)
3.97
22.33
26.30

Not all LWCF lands converted will be acquired as ROW. The material sites and remnant parcels would
be converted from recreation use under LWCF but ownership of the material sites would remain with
DNR DPOR.
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Figure 3: Existing Conditions, Seward Highway at Windy Corner
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Figure 4: Existing Conditions, Seward Highway at Windy Corner
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Figure 5: Converted Sites—Mudflat Parcels
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Figure 6: Converted Sites—Material Sites Parcels
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The two upland material sites would be converted for a non-recreation use but would remain
within DNR ownership and management. The material sites are likely to be developed into
additional recreation facilities in the future, once construction materials have been removed, as
specified in the CSP Management Plan (2011). The possible future reclamation of the material
sites for other uses is not proposed as part of this project. The DOT&PF would not retain any
right to future use of these proposed sites, regardless of whether each is used.
The DOT&PF plans to replace the converted recreation lands with property and improvements
that have at least equal fair market value and equivalent recreation utility. The DOT&PF would
relinquish 14.7 acres of existing DOT&PF Seward Highway ROW on the north side of the
highway to DNR. The DOT&PF will construct outdoor recreation facilities, including a scenic
parking facility, a trailhead for the Turnagain Arm Trail, a restroom, and a boardwalk and
viewing shelter on the area transferred to DNR.
The replacement area has greater than fair market value, as documented in the appraisals in
Appendix C and as discussed further below. The fair market value of the mudflats and uplands
being converted is $193,700. The fair market value of the replacement land is $231,300, not
including the value of the recreational amenities DOT&PF would construct on the area
transferred to DNR.
The replacement area will have greater recreation utility than the converted sites. The converted
mudflats are only accessible at low tide and are hazardous areas for recreation. The converted
upland areas have no formal trails and low levels of recreation use. The replacement site will
provide recreation facilities for the thousands of Alaskan residents and visitors that recreate by
viewing wildlife and scenery along Turnagain Arm and that hike or run along Turnagain Arm
Trail, one of the more heavily used trails in the park.

Partial Conversion Alternative
The ‘Partial Conversion’ alternative would involve conversion of only the 4.16 acres of
LWCF-protected intertidal areas and mudflats for purposes of highway realignment. This option
would not result in conversion of the 35.4 acres of uplands to serve as material sources for its
construction.
Under this alternative, the relinquished stretch of highway would be used as a replacement for
the intertidal lands. As with the ‘Proposed Action’ alternative (above), the market value and
recreational value of the relinquishment parcel exceeds both the market value and recreation
utility of the converted parcel.
Under this alternative, fill material suitable for highway realignment and construction purposes
would have to be imported by truck or train. Transporting the large quantity of materials needed
from outside the area would increase traffic impacts during construction. In addition, the cost for
importing material from off-site is estimated between $50 million to $60 million, compared with
$22 million for using materials from the two proposed material sites. The cost of importing
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material would increase the cost of construction of the highway improvements from $65 million
to between $93 million and $106 million, or an increase between 40 and 60 percent. This cost
difference would make the project infeasible. This alternative was not considered feasible to
carry forward.

Description of Conversion Parcels
Turnagain Arm Mudflats
The DOT&PF is acquiring ROW
approximately 26.3 acres south of the
existing highway, most of which is
comprised of mudflats with a few
rocky outcrops. The Section 6(f)
mudflats to be converted to
transportation use consist of ten
isolated parcels that together make up
3.97 acres. A few small remnants (0.19
acres) of LWCF land are not located
within fill limits and would therefore
not be converted to transportation use
but would have LWCF protections
removed (Figure 7).
An appraisal of the mudflats area was
conducted on August 8, 2018
(Appendix C). This appraisal
included all of the 4.16 acres that are
protected under the LWCF Act. The
estimated fair market value for the
entire Turnagain Arm wetland parcel
was determined to be $1,356 per
acre. Based on this appraisal, the
4.16 acres of mudflats to be
converted have a fair market value
of $5,641.

Photograph 7: Turnagain Arm Mudflats

The recreational opportunities and
usefulness of the Section 6(f) parcels
within Turnagain Arm are minimal.
Although these areas are part of the
scenic landscape, access to the
mudflats is hazardous and they are only
accessible at low tide.

Photograph 8: Upland Vegetation
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Figure 7: Mudflats Section 6(f) Parcels Remaining After Conversion
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Material Site 1 and Material Site 6
Material Site 1 (MS1) is a 19.6-acre undeveloped upland site located between MP 108.6 and MP
109. The site is forested and steep in areas. There are no water features on the site. MS1 was
appraised on August 8, 2018 (Appendix C). The estimated fair market value for the 19.6-acre
parcel is estimated at $53,000, or $2,704 per acre.
Material Site 6 (MS6) is a 15.8-acre undeveloped upland site located between MP 104.1 and
MP 104.6. The site is forested. There are no water features on the site. A portion of the site has
been used as a material site in the past. MS6 was appraised on August 8, 2018 (Appendix C).
The fair market value for the 15.8-acre parcel is estimated at $105,000, or $6,646 per acre.
The recreational opportunities provided by these sites are few or limited, and their usefulness for
outdoor recreation areas is low. Neither site has any developed access, trails, or parking. The
sites do not have the rocky outcroppings used by recreational rock and ice climbers in CSP.
Description of Replacement Parcel
Existing State of Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities
Right-of-Way
The replacement parcel consists of approximately 14.7 acres of existing DOT&PF ROW
adjacent to CSP on the north side of the Seward Highway (Figure 8). In addition to transferring
this area to CSP, DOT&PF would construct outdoor recreation facilities, including parking, a
Turnagain Arm Trail trailhead, a vault toilet, a viewing shelter, interpretive signs, spotting
scopes, and a boardwalk. The parking area would include 66 parking spaces (51 standard, 2
constructed to Americans with Disabilities Act [ADA] standards, and 13 recreational vehicle
[RV]). In addition to these facilities on the north side of the highway, parking will be provided
for southbound travelers on the south side of the highway, within the DOT&PF ROW. A
pedestrian tunnel under the Seward Highway will allow southbound travelers to access the CSP
facilities on the north side.
An appraisal of the 14.7-acre replacement parcel was conducted and is included in Appendix C.
The estimated fair market value for the parcel is $231,300 ($13,606 per acre). The appraisal did
not take into account the value of the proposed recreational amenities that DOT&PF would
construct on the parcel transferred to DNR.
The replacement parcel will provide outdoor recreation facilities that are in high demand by
residents and visitors using the Seward Highway. The parking, trailhead, and other facilities
provide access to the park and to wildlife and scenic viewing in a safe location with support
facilities. The parcel is adjacent to CSP and would be an addition to that recreation unit.
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Finally, this conversion is consistent with the goals outlined in Alaska’s Statewide
Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP) (SCORP, 2009) to:
▪
▪
▪

Provide and promote high-quality, sustainable, and affordable recreational opportunities
to keep pace with the rising demands, needs, and diversity of Alaskans and visitors.
Provide more convenient, legal, and barrier-free access to outdoor recreation
opportunities on Alaska’s public lands and waters.
Support efforts to assist communities in meeting the outdoor recreation needs of their
citizens.
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Figure 8: Proposed Replacement Parcel
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Improved Recreational Utility
The development and construction of the replacement parcel would result in a net positive
benefit to the recreational opportunities and resources offered by CSP, by providing safe access
and facilities for travelers to stop and enjoy the scenery and wildlife viewing or to access the
Turnagain Arm Trail. The converted mudflats are only accessible at low tide and are hazardous
areas for recreation. The converted upland areas have no formal trails and low levels of
recreation use. The replacement site will provide recreation facilities for the thousands of
Alaskan residents and visitors that recreate by viewing wildlife and scenery along Turnagain
Arm and hiking along Turnagain Arm Trail, one of the more heavily used trails in the park.
Reasonably Equivalent
The proposed replacement site is reasonably equivalent in usefulness and location and will offer
an improvement to CSP facilities and services in this portion of the Seward Highway corridor.
While there is no net gain in acreage for CSP, the proposed replacement site is appraised at a
higher monetary value and would provide new recreation facilities and access where none now
exists. Additionally, the proposed conversion would:
▪

Provide additional parking, accommodate passing, and increase accessibility for both
northbound and southbound users of the highway,

▪

Provide added amenities (restrooms, rest area, scenic overlooks, etc.) on the northbound
side of the Seward Highway,

▪

Provide for an unobstructed and safe pedestrian passage to and from the northbound and
southbound sides of the Seward Highway,

▪

Provide emergency boat access to Turnagain Arm for water rescue operations (restricted
to emergency services such as the U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) or the Anchorage Fire
Department), and

▪

Improve area safety through the addition of acceleration and deceleration lanes to allow
safe access to the new parking areas at Windy Corner.

The facilities at the replacement site will increase the CSP recreation facilities available along
the busy Seward Highway corridor where facilities are in high demand. As such, the replacement
site satisfies the in-kind and reasonably equivalent mitigation requirements.

Public Involvement
Public involvement on the conversion proposal has been incorporated in the public involvement
on the Seward Highway improvements project. As noted previously, DOT&PF has been working
on improving operations and safety on the highway for over 10 years. The DOT&PF has
conducted considerable public and agency outreach since the current design effort began in 2013.
A synopsis of public outreach is included in Chapter 5.
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Public outreach on the highway design project resulted in a number of design changes, most
notably on the recreation facilities design for the replacement parcel and the connection with the
parking proposed on the south side of the Seward Highway.

Other Alternatives
The alternatives detailed above all pertain to variations of the conversion itself. In addition to the
alternatives evaluated for this Environmental Assessment (EA) on the LWCF conversion, there
are a number of road alignment alternatives evaluated over the project’s history that would have
required similar or more amounts of LWCF land to be converted. These are described briefly
below.
Windy Corner Improvements Project alignments evaluated over the last decade are described
below.
1. ‘No Action’ Alternative: Under this alternative, the highway would remain on its existing
alignment. This would not improve the poor traffic operations, congestion or safety of the
MP 105 to MP 107 segment of the highway, nor reduce major injury and fatality
accidents. This alternative would not require a conversion of LWCF land and is the same
as the ‘No Action’ Alternative for the conversion.
2. Proposed Alignment: Under this alternative, the highway and railroad would be realigned
as detailed above. This alternative would require a conversion of LWCF land as
described in the ‘Proposed Action’ Alternative for the conversion.
3. Expanded Passing Lanes Alignment: This alignment evaluated an expansion of the
proposed alignment by including full passing lanes from MP 104.9 to MP 106.0. This
alternative alignment was reviewed in the 2004 Categorical Exclusion (CE) for the
project (DOT&PF, 2004), and the highway and railroad transportation corridor would
have had a wider footprint than that which is currently proposed. Materials would still
have been proposed to come from CSP and, overall, this alternative would have resulted
in the conversion of more land than the proposed alternative.
4. VE Study Option 2 Alignment: This alignment included a mixture of highway
realignment inland, by removing tight curves on the mountainside or cliff face, and
realignment of the ARRC line offshore. This alternative alignment was reviewed in
the 2011 VE study (URS Corporation, 2011). It would have required more blasting for
the road alignment. Materials would still have been proposed to come from CSP and,
overall, this alternative would have resulted in the conversion of more land than the
proposed alternative.
5. VE Study Option 5 Alignment: This alignment closely follows the currently proposed
alignment, with minor differences in curve radii and extent of realignment. This
alternative alignment was reviewed in the 2011 VE study. Materials would still have been
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proposed to come from CSP. Overall, this alternative would have resulted in a similar
amount of conversion as the proposed alternative.
6. VE Study Option 10 Alignment: This alignment would cut into the cliff face or
mountainside for the northbound lane of traffic and push the ARRC line and southbound
highway lane offshore, creating a very wide median between the two. This alternative
alignment was reviewed in the 2011 VE study. Under this alignment, the highway and
railroad transportation corridor would have had a wider footprint than currently proposed.
Materials would still have been proposed to come from CSP, and, overall, this alternative
would have resulted in the conversion of more land than the proposed alternative.
Additional information on these alternative highway alignments is included in the 2004 CE
(DOT&PF, 2004) and the 2011 VE study (URS Corporation, 2011).
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CHAPTER 3—AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT
The affected environment was assessed for the proposed conversion parcels and the proposed
replacement parcel using NPS Environmental Screening Forms (Appendix D) to determine
resources likely to be impacted as a result of the proposed project.

Proposed Conversion Parcels
Geological Resources
Geologically, much of the north shore of Turnagain Arm is exposed McHugh Complex
outcropping. The McHugh Complex is a jumbled mass of metamorphic rocks, including
metavolcanic greenstones, chert, argillites, conglomeratic sandstones, greywacke, and arkose.
The entire length of the Windy Corner project corridor (approximately MP 109 to MP 104)
constitutes this type of the McHugh Complex (DOWL HKM, 2013).
The predominant landform from MP 109 to MP 104 is steep to vertical mountainside with
abundant loose rock. Creeks and small
seasonal streams drain from the
mountainside. The dominant soil type
within the project area is variable-depth
organic horizons with subsoil and
bedrock, consisting of TalkeetnaChugach-Histic Cryaquepts association,
10- to 70-percent slopes.
Glacial silt and sand compose the
Turnagain Arm intertidal floor. The
current depth to bedrock within the
project corridor is variable and unknown.

Photograph 9: Rocky Outcroppings along Seward
Highway

Air Quality
The proposed conversion parcels are located on Turnagain Arm between Anchorage and
Girdwood. The parcels are not within a non-attainment area, and there are no known air quality
issues. Traffic along the Seward Highway is the sole source of air pollutants along Turnagain
Arm; however, nearly constant strong winds along Turnagain Arm prevent traffic-related air
pollutants from becoming concentrated.
Sound/Noise Impacts
The conversion parcels are located adjacent to the Seward Highway and the Alaska Railroad.
Highway and rail traffic are the primary source of noise in the area. Noise levels vary with the
level of traffic.
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Water Quality/Quantity
Runoff generated by summer precipitation and snow melt runs off the steep topography north of
the highway and flows through culverts under the road and into Turnagain Arm. Waters within
Turnagain Arm are naturally turbid, due to high levels of silty sediment. According to the State
of Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC), no impaired waters exist within
the project area (DEC, 2015).
Stream Flow Characteristics
There are no streams on the conversion parcels. There are three freshwater streams (MP 107.2,
MP 107, and MP 106.6) and a seep (MP 107.1) located in the area proposed for highway
improvements. None of these steep creeks is an anadromous stream or mapped as a Federal
Emergency Management Agency special flood hazard area. Drainage areas to these culverts are
less than 60 acres, producing flows well below the capacity of a 24-inch-diameter culvert.
Marine/Estuarine
Isolated parcels of Turnagain Arm mudflats adjacent to the existing Seward Highway and rail
corridor are proposed for conversion. Turnagain Arm is located immediately south of the Seward
Highway and is one of the two narrow branches of Cook Inlet. The Arm is approximately
30 miles long and averages 40 miles in width. The Arm is relatively shallow and dewaters to a
large extent at low tides. As such, the United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS)
National Marine Wetland Inventory classifies Turnagain Arm as estuarine marine waters
(USFWS, 2013b). Two main, deep water channels are located along the north and south shores.
Turnagain Arm is one of sixty waterbodies worldwide to exhibit a tidal bore. The bore tide may
exceed six feet in height and can travel at a speed of 15 mph. Turnagain Arm exhibits the largest
tidal range in the U.S., with a 30-foot mean, making it the fourth highest in the world.
Cook Inlet and Turnagain Arm provide habitat to beluga whales, classified as Endangered, as
discussed further below. The marine areas provide habitat for a wide variety of fish that serve as
prey for belugas, including salmon and eulachon. Whales and fish are discussed further, below.
Floodplains/Wetlands/Other Waters of the U.S.
The Turnagain Arm mudflats are estuarine intertidal areas classified as Waters of the U.S. The
proposed material sites are forested upland habitats and contain no known wetlands.
The material sites are located uphill of the Seward Highway in areas mapped as Zone D on the
Flood Insurance Rate Map (Municipality of Anchorage, 2015). Zone D covers areas where flood
hazards are undetermined, but possible. Flooding resulting from Turnagain Arm storm surges is
possible; however, there has been no documented flooding within the area since the highway was
originally constructed (personal communications, Steven Ellis, Stormwater Plan Review,
Department of Public Works, Municipality of Anchorage). No flood hazard permit is required
for development on the conversion parcels.
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Land Use/Ownership Patterns/Property Values/Community Livability
As described above, CSP consists of nearly 495,000 acres. The Seward Highway ROW and
ARRC rail line corridor are located within the boundaries of CSP. The conversion parcels are all
within CSP and managed by DNR. Land use in CSP is managed under the CSP Management
Plan and associated plans discussed below.
Land Use Plans
In 2011, DNR, DPOR issued a draft CSP Management Plan revision. The revised plan
acknowledges the need for cooperation between DNR, DOT&PF, and ARRC on planning and
construction of improvements along the Seward Highway corridor (DNR, 2011).
A draft CSP Trail Management Plan (TMP) was produced for public review in 2009. This plan
identifies the Turnagain Arm Trail, located between Windy Corner and Potter Creek Trailhead,
as a Class 3 or Class 4 trail, primarily used by hikers.
The DNR issued a draft Chugach Access Plan (CAP) in 2010. The goal of the CAP is to “ensure
that future generations have convenient, secured public access to Chugach State Park.” The CAP
identifies existing access, documents access needs, and establishes guidelines and methods for
securing access. The CAP is proposed as a tool for future recreation planning.
The latest Turnagain Arm Comprehensive Plan (TACP) was issued in 2009. This Municipality of
Anchorage land use plan provides guidance for future growth and development in the area. The
plan acknowledges the rural and scenic nature of the area. The TACP contains a specific goal of
encouraging community participation in transportation improvement projects. The objective for
this goal is to provide opportunities for the community to influence the design of projects that
may impact the lifestyle, character, and future goals of the community. Policies call for
transportation improvements to be compatible with community values by protecting scenic
views, minimizing noise in residential areas, minimizing light pollution, and providing access to
local businesses. Policies also call for safety upgrade projects to include more rest stops and
pullouts, to incorporate noise mitigation, and to alleviate traffic volumes.
Property Values/Community Livability
The conversion parcels are in an area surrounded by public land. The community of Rainbow is
nearby, although not adjacent. The closest residence is approximately 430 feet away from the
proposed MP 109 material site.
Circulation/Transportation
The conversion parcels are adjacent to major State infrastructure: the Seward Highway and the
Alaska Railroad rail line between Anchorage and Seward.
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Plant/Animals/Fish and State or Federal Listed or Proposed Species
Plants
There are no plants of special concern within the project area. The mudflats are not vegetated.
The upland conversion parcels have subarctic forests, composed mostly of birch (Betula spp.),
Balsam popular (Populus balsamifera), willows (Salix spp.), a variety of spruce (Picea spp.),
western hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla), alders (Alnus spp.), and dense shrub understories.
Animals
Most land mammal species present in Alaska can be found in CSP. CSP lists 40 species that may
be present in the park, including black and brown bears, moose, wolverine, and wolf
(DNR, 2011). The habitat on the proposed upland conversion sites may be used by a variety of
these species but is a small fraction of the available habitat in the area. Dall sheep (Ovis dalli)
occupy habitat in Windy Corner year-round. Sheep are attracted to this area by the steep rock
terrain and naturally occurring mineral deposits that are nutritionally important to local sheep.
Also, sheep traditionally use this area for lambing in May and June (Alaska Department of Fish
and Game [ADF&G], Habitat and Restoration Division, 2001). However, the mineral lick that
draws them to the area is not within MS1. The most common marine mammal in the vicinity of
the conversion parcels is the Beluga whale, discussed further below.
Over 135 species of birds are known to use the park, including eagles, hawks, owls,
woodpeckers, and a multitude of songbirds (DNR, 2011). Bald eagles (Haliaeetus
leucocephalus) may forage within Turnagain Arm; however, nesting on the proposed conversion
sites is unlikely, as the habitat is generally unsuitable for nesting bald eagles. A bald eagle survey
conducted on April 29, 2013 determined that there were no active nests within the project
corridor at the time of the survey (DOWL HKM, 2013).
Fish
Although 11 species of fish are found within CSP, no anadromous or resident fish streams exist
on the upland conversion parcels (ADF&G, Division of Habitat, 2013). Fish habitat in Turnagain
Arm is discussed below under Essential Fish Habitat.
Federally Listed Species/Habitat of Special Concerns
The Cook Inlet population of Beluga whale (Delphinapterus leucas) was designated as
Endangered by the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) in 2004. Turnagain Arm, in its
entirety, has been designated as critical habitat for these Beluga whales. The Cook Inlet
population of beluga whales was never large but is believed to have decreased by about
50 percent between 1994 and 1998 to an estimated 347 whales (ADF&G, 2015). These whales
travel in small pods and are opportunistic feeders, eating mostly fish (herring, capelin, smelt,
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salmon lingcod, eulachon, etc.). Belugas tend to feed over the continental shelf, in nearshore
estuaries and in river mouths.
Unique Ecosystems/World Heritage Sites/Old-Growth Forests/Et cetera
There are no designated unique ecosystems, world heritage sites, or old-growth forests within or
adjacent to the project area.
Unique or Important Wildlife/Wildlife Habitat
There are no unique or important wildlife or wildlife habitats on the conversion parcels, other
than the designated Beluga whale critical habitat area within Turnagain Arm.
Unique or Important Fish Habitat
Fish/Essential Fish Habitat (EFH)
Turnagain Arm provides EFH and serves as a primary migratory corridor for all five stocks of
Pacific salmon species: pink (Oncorhynchus gorbuscha), chum (O. keta), red (O. nerka), silver
(O. kisutch), and king (O. tshawytscha) (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
[NOAA], 2015a). Turnagain Arm also provides EFH for Dolly Varden (Salvelinus malma),
euchalon, and a variety of groundfish species.
Invasive Species (Plant or Animal)
No invasive animals are known to occur in the project area. The invasive plant species listed
below exist within the project corridor and could possibly be found on the upland conversion
sites (11 Alaska Administrative Code [AAC] 34.020):
▪ Spotted knapweed (Centaurea stoebe),
▪ Canada thistle (Cirsium arvense),
▪ Waterweed (Elodea spp.),
▪ European Bird Cherry (Prunus padus),
▪ Giant hogweed (Heracleum mantegazzianum),
▪ White sweetclover (Melilotus alba),
▪ Quackgrass (Elymus repens),
▪ Field bindweed (Convolvulus arvensis),
▪ Brittlestem hempnettle (Galeopsis tetrahit), and
▪ Yellow toadflax (Linaria vulgaris).
Recreation Resources
Recreation Resources
The parcels proposed for conversion are located within CSP. CSP is the largest State park and
provides opportunities for a wide variety of recreation activities. Hiking, bicycling, rock
climbing, wildlife viewing, roadside camping, windsurfing, kite boarding, sightseeing, and other
recreational activities occur in the park. There are no known recreation facilities on the parcels
themselves. The Turnagain Arm mudflat parcels are difficult to access and do not provide a safe
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area for recreation. The upland material site areas may be used by off-trail hikers, but any use is
likely to be occasional low-density use. Most park users accessing the park from along the
Seward Highway use established parking areas or park along the highway to access trails, rock
climb, watch wildlife, or view scenic vistas.
Park users seeking a more remote experience typically access trails away from the Seward
Highway or hike from the Seward Highway trailheads back into the park.
The closest recreation facilities to the proposed material
sites (Figure 9) are:
▪

MP 108.4 – Rainbow trailhead parking.

▪

MP 106.9 (Windy Corner) – Scenic viewpoint,
double-ended paved turnout on the south
(Turnagain Arm) side of the highway. A popular
pullout for viewing Dall sheep.

▪

MP 106.7 – Paved pullout with Turnagain Arm
trail access.

▪

MP 106.6 – Large paved turnout on the south.
Another popular location for viewing Dall sheep.

▪

MP 105.7 – Falls Creek trailhead parking.

▪

MP 104 – Indian Valley Mine Historic Site.

Photograph 10: Trailhead
Facilities along Turnagain Arm

National Parks, Preserves, Monuments, and Wild and Scenic Rivers
CSP is a state park. There are no national parks, preserves, monuments, or wild and scenic rivers
located at or in the vicinity of the proposed conversion sites.
State Refuges/Critical Habitat Areas/Sanctuaries
There are no state refuges or sanctuaries at or adjacent to the proposed conversion sites. The
critical habitat for Cook Inlet Beluga whales was discussed above.
Accessibility for Populations with Disabilities
There are currently no facilities on the proposed conversion parcels, and they are not accessible
to populations with disabilities.
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Figure 9: Recreational Facilities Milepost 104 to Milepost 109
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Overall Aesthetic/Special Characteristics/Features
CSP and Turnagain Arm are highly scenic areas with steep mountain topography next to marine
views. This high scenic quality has resulted in the Seward Highway being designated a Scenic
Byway and All-American Road. Protection of the high scenic value of areas within CSP was
cited as one of the five primary reasons for the creation of CSP in 1970.
Historical/Cultural Resources
Table 5 lists cultural resources that occur in the vicinity of the conversion parcels based on a
review of the Alaska Heritage Resource Survey (AHRS) and field studies conducted for the
Seward Highway Improvements Project at Windy Corner. A description of the properties and
their eligibility follows Table 5.
Table 5: Cultural Resources in the Vicinity of the Conversion Parcels
AHRS
Site
Number
SEW-00131

Period

Eligibility

Prehistoric The site has been determined not eligible.
Turnagain Arm of the Alaska Railroad. SEW-00029 was assigned to the
SEW-00029/
entirety of the railroad system in Alaska. ANC-04057 was assigned for the
Historic
ANC-04057
36.6-mile Turnagain Arm District of the Alaska Railroad. The site has been
determined eligible as of February 6, 2015.
SEW-00566/
Potter Connecting Trail, part of the historic Iditarod Trail. No Determination
Historic
ANC-00279
of Eligibility (DOE) or nomination has been completed for this site.
SEW-01579
Historic
Can dump. The site is being recommended as not eligible.
The Seward Highway. No DOE or nomination has been completed for this
ANC-04069
Historic
site. The highway is located in the Area of Potential Effect (APE), but is
exempt from Section 106 review.

SEW-00131 is a prehistoric lithic scatter, with flakes of chert and a chipped, stemmed projectile
point. The site was identified during construction of a communications tower. The artifacts were
not found in geological context nor in situ, and the site has been determined not to be eligible for
the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP).
ANC-04057 was determined eligible for the NRHP, following an evaluation by Cultural
Resource Consultants LLC (Yarborough et al., 2014). The assessment looked specifically at the
Portage to Potter corridor segment, called the Turnagain Arm District in the ARRC archival
documents. ANC-04057 is eligible under Criterion A for a significant and demonstrable
association with transportation, economic development, and settlement. The railroad opened a
region of Alaska with few roads or navigable rivers to settlement and development. The
Turnagain Arm mudflat parcels proposed for conversion are adjacent to the Alaska Railroad
corridor.
The Potter Connecting Trail (SEW-00566/ANC-00279) runs along the mountainside between
Potter and Indian Creek and to the north connects to the Turnagain Arm Trail (ANC-00102), also
known as the Johnson Trail (Reger, 2001:14, 17). Part of the Iditarod Trail, the Potter
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Connecting Trail was established in 1915 during railroad construction along Turnagain Arm and
functioned as a supply route for Alaska Engineering Commission (AEC) construction camps
(Carberry and Lane, 1986:151). Although the trail may exist in remnant form in MS6,
modifications to the area over decades have left little evidence of an uninterrupted trail.
SEW-01579, a can dump, was found during the 2015 survey of MS6. The site is similar to
several other can dumps recorded along Turnagain Arm over the years. Most can dumps were
associated with construction camps. The lack of structures at this site suggests a short-term use
rather than a long-term dump site.
Socioeconomics
Conversion of the parcels would allow construction of the Seward Highway improvements. The
highway construction would result in short-term indirect economic benefits from increases in
construction wages and employment in Anchorage. Long-term indirect effects on the social and
economic environment are beneficial due to safer and more efficient highway and rail
transportation through this corridor.
Minority and Low-Income Populations
The conversion parcels are located in CSP, adjacent to existing road and rail infrastructure. No
minority or low-income populations are located in proximity to the conversion sites.
Energy Resources (geothermal, fossil fuels, et cetera)
No energy resources are located within the conversion parcels, and no fossil fuels are currently
used on these sites.
Other Agency or Tribal Land Use Plans or Policies
There are no other agencies’ or tribal land use plans or policies in effect for the conversion
parcels.
Contamination/Hazardous Materials
There are no open records of contaminated sites occurring on the proposed conversion parcels.
Other Important Environmental Resources to Address
No other important environmental resources remain to be addressed for the proposed conversion
site.
Federal Recreation Areas
No federal recreation areas exist within the project corridor.
Navigable Waters
Turnagain Arm is considered a navigable water per the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE)
and the U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) (USCG, 2012).
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Proposed Replacement Parcel
Geological Resources
This parcel is currently developed as part of the Seward Highway. The replacement site has the
same geological components as described for the proposed conversion parcels. Natural
geological features were modified during construction of the Seward Highway by blasting and
leveling of the ROW.
Air Quality
The replacement site has the same ambient air quality conditions described for the conversion
parcel.
Sound/Noise Impacts
The replacement parcel has the same noise conditions as those described for the conversion
parcel.
Water Quality/Quantity
There are no waterbodies present on the replacement parcel. Water quality in the area is the same
as described for the conversion parcel.
Stream Flow Characteristics
There is a single drainage on the replacement parcel. This small waterway flows down from a
crease in the Turnagain Arm uplands at a significant gradient and is routed through a 24-inch
culvert under the existing highway to the intertidal mudflats.
Marine/Estuarine
There are no marine/estuarine resources located at the replacement site.
Floodplains/Wetlands/Other Waters of the U.S.
There are no wetlands on the proposed replacement site.
Land Use/Ownership Patterns/Property Values/Community Livability
The replacement site is adjacent to the Turnagain Arm conversion site; land use patterns are the
same as described above.
Circulation/Transportation
The replacement site is adjacent to the Turnagain Arm conversion site; circulation and
transportation issues are the same as described above.
Plants/Animals/Fish and State or Federal Listed or Proposed Species
Plants
There are no plants of special concern located on the replacement site.
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Animals
There are no animals of special concern on the replacement site.
Fish
There are no fish or fish habitat on the replacement site.
Federally Listed Species/Habitat of Special Concerns
There are no habitats of special concern on the replacement site.
Unique Ecosystems/World Heritage Sites/Old-Growth Forests/Et cetera
There are no unique ecosystems, world heritage sites, or old-growth forests located at the
replacement site.
Unique or Important Fish Habitat
There is no unique or important fish habitat located at the replacement site.
Fish/Essential Fish Habitat (EFH)
There is no EFH within the replacement site.
Invasive Species (Plant or Animal)
The same invasive species discussed for the conversion sites are relevant for the proposed
replacement site.
Recreation Resources
Recreation Resources
The replacement site is adjacent to CSP; CSP recreational resources were described above.
The replacement site is located between Seward Highway MP 106 and MP 107. The recreation
sites listed in the vicinity of the conversion sites are also in the vicinity of the replacement site.
National Parks, Preserves, Monuments, and Wild and Scenic Rivers
The replacement site is not located within any national park or preserve or adjacent to any
monument or wild and scenic river.
State Refuges/Critical Habitat Areas/Sanctuaries
The replacement site is not located within any refuge, critical habitat area, or sanctuary.
Accessibility for Populations with Disabilities
The replacement site is currently part of the highway ROW.
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Overall Aesthetic/Special Characteristics/Features
The replacement site is adjacent to CSP and Turnagain Arm and has the same overall aesthetic
values described for the conversion site.
Historic/Cultural Resources
There are no historic/cultural resources on the replacement parcel.
Socioeconomics
The replacement parcel is currently used as ROW for the Seward Highway.
Minority and Low-Income Populations
There are no identified minorities or low-income populations located near the replacement site.
Energy Resources (geothermal, fossil fuels, et cetera)
There are no energy resources identified on the replacement site. The site is currently part of the
Seward Highway ROW. Fossil fuels are used by vehicles using the highway.
Other Agency or Tribal Land Use Plans or Policies
There are no agency/tribal land use plans for the replacement site.
Contamination/Hazardous Materials
There are no land/structures or contaminated sites located at the proposed replacement site.
Other Important Environmental Resources to Address
Federal Recreation Areas
The proposed replacement site is not in a federal recreational area.
Navigable Waters
There are no navigable waters on the replacement site.
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CHAPTER 4—ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
This section discusses the direct effects of the conversion of park lands to transportation use and
the relinquishment of the replacement parcel to CSP. It also discusses the indirect effects
associated with construction and operation of the highway improvements. Figures providing
additional information on the scope of the highway improvements are provided in Appendix F.

No Action Alternative
The No Action Alternative, involving no conversion of federal LWCF coverage from any of the
lands in CSP necessary to construct the proposed highway realignment, would have little or no
environmental effect with regards to the resource categories listed below.

Proposed Conversion Parcels
Geological Resources
Direct impacts on 3.97 acres of mudflats will occur within fill limits and be converted to
transportation use include fill of the area, substantially altering the landform. Soil erosion during
construction will be mitigated through the implementation of best management practices (BMPs)
under a Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP).
Indirect effects associated with construction of the Seward Highway improvements include
placement of approximately 2,000,000 cubic yards of fill into the Turnagain Arm. This fill will
convert a marine intertidal area to a developed area used as a transportation corridor. The project
design has avoided and minimized effects on Waters of the U.S. to the extent practicable. The
currently proposed highway and railroad realignments were shifted 110 feet inland and the fill
placement was reduced by 7 acres (from 45 to 38 acres) as compared with the proposed action in
the 2004 CE. However, the need to realign the highway and rail line to improve the geometry of
these facilities and the location of the facilities between the steep topography of CSP, the
protected Dall sheep habitat at Windy Corner, and the waters of Turnagain Arm result in no
practical alternatives to fill in intertidal areas.
Air Quality
The conversion of lands would not have a long-term effect on air quality.
Indirect effects would include short-term and temporary impacts on air quality, as a result of the
proposed project, due to construction activities and equipment. These temporary effects would be
felt by local recreationalists, and perhaps within the nearby community of Rainbow. No increase
in traffic is expected to occur as a result of the proposed improvements. The potential for fewer
severe accidents in this segment could reduce air emissions, as a result of fewer highway
closures resulting in cars idling in place on the highway during closures.
Sound/Noise Impacts
The direct impacts of the conversion would not affect noise.
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Indirect effects of the road improvements would include short-term increases in noise during
construction. This noise increase would be audible to local recreationalists and to residents of the
nearby community of Rainbow. No long-term changes in traffic volumes or traffic noise are
anticipated.
Water Quality/Quantity
The conversion would result in fill on the conversion parcels in Turnagain Arm and could result
in short-term increases in sediment in adjacent waters during and immediately following
construction. Extraction of materials from the two upland sites could also result in higher
sediment loads in runoff related to rainstorms. The proposed project would be constructed in
compliance with the DEC’s Construction General Permit, and water quality impacts would be
mitigated through the implementation of best management practices (BMPs) under a SWPPP.
The indirect effects from road improvements are expected to be minimal. Construction effects on
water quality would be mitigated through BMP implementation. The amount of impervious
surface will increase, as additional parking and access lanes are developed. Drainage from the
road would flow into roadside drainage ditches or vegetated areas, before discharging into
Turnagain Arm. The area affected by the highway improvements contributes a small fraction of
the total amount of stormwater discharging into Turnagain Arm. The project is not anticipated to
have any long-term adverse effects on water quality/quantity within Turnagain Arm.
Stream Flow Characteristics
There are no streams on the conversion parcels and no direct effects on stream flow
characteristics.
Culverts in the highway alignment would be upgraded to 36-inch culverts as part of the project.
Although volumes of stormwater generated are well below the capacity of the 24-inch culverts,
the 36-inch culvert would be used for freshwater streams, due to the potential for icing.
Marine/Estuarine
As described above, the intertidal mudflat parcels will be filled for development of the realigned
highway and railroad. Approximately 300,000 cubic yards of fill would be placed on the
converted mudflat parcels.
Indirect impacts of the road improvements would include approximately 2,000,000 cubic yards
of fill placed within 26.3 acres of intertidal mudflats. This would have a minor adverse effect on
the marine environment. As described above, the existing location of the transportation corridor
makes avoiding the marine areas impractical. The adverse effect is minor in the context of the
marine habitat available in Turnagain Arm. Adverse effects on marine habitat are discussed in
more detail under the beluga whale discussion below.
Floodplains/Wetlands/Waters of the U.S.
The conversion parcels are not in special flood hazard areas. Direct effects on floodplains will be
minimal.
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Indirect effects of the road improvements project include approximately 2,000,000 cubic yards of
fill to be placed within 26.3 acres of Turnagain Arm intertidal mudflats. The existing location of
the transportation corridor makes avoiding wetlands and Waters of the U.S. impractical. Design
efforts have already avoided and minimized potential wetland impacts, to the greatest extent
practicable. The DOT&PF will work with the USACE to determine appropriate mitigation for
impacts to wetlands and Waters of the U.S. Mitigation will be satisfied by either an in-lieu fee
payment and/or the purchase of credits from an approved wetlands mitigation bank. The road
improvements will occur outside special flood hazard zones and will not require a flood hazard
permit. Indirect effects on floodplains are anticipated to be minor.
Land Use/Ownership Patterns/Property Values/Community Livability
Conversion of the CSP parcels will change use of those areas from recreation areas to
transportation uses. The specific areas to be converted had low recreation use levels. Land
ownership will change with DOT&PF and ARRC obtaining land from DNR south of the
highway into Turnagain Arm and DNR obtaining land north of the realigned highway adjacent to
CSP. Property values and community livability are not expected to be affected, although the
proposed MP 109 material site may temporarily affect livability in the nearby community of
Rainbow.
Indirect effects from the highway improvements would be beneficial to community livability by
improving the traffic operations and safety on the Seward Highway to and from Anchorage.
Circulation/Transportation
Land conversion as a result of the
project would not affect long-term
traffic circulation or transportation
and would instead indirectly result in
substantial and beneficial impacts to
traffic circulation and transportation.
Some temporary traffic delays would
occur during construction.
This segment of the Seward Highway
has a high rate of high-severity
accidents. The improvements are
designed to improve traffic
operations and safety by allowing
slower traffic to exit the highway
Photograph 11: Vegetation on South Side of Seward
through lanes to sightsee and view
Highway
wildlife. This will reduce conflicts
associated with traffic slowing or stopping in the through lanes and with travelers parking on the
shoulders and exiting their cars near or into through traffic.
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Plants/Animals/Fish and State or Federal Listed or Proposed Species
Plants
The conversion would result in removal of vegetation from the proposed upland conversion
parcels. The vegetation to be cleared is common in the area and would not result in a substantive
loss of vegetation or habitat in the area.
The proposed conversion would not affect federal or State listed plants or proposed species.
Indirect effects on plants from the highway improvements construction would be minor. A
limited amount of vegetation exists south of the Seward Highway. This vegetation would be lost
during realignment of the highway and rail line.
Animals
The proposed conversion would affect habitat for a range of species, including birds, small
mammals, and those species listed in Chapter 3, such as Dall sheep, moose, and black bear.
Under a worst-case scenario involving complete excavation of both proposed material sites,
approximately 35 acres of undisturbed, mixed upland habitat would be affected. However, it
should be noted that CSP occupies 495,200 acres, most of it uplands. The proposed conversion is
not expected to significantly affect any species through reduction of available habitat.
Per input from ADF&G on avoidance and minimization of potential impacts to Dall sheep,
DOT&PF has designed the project to swing out into Turnagain Arm, rather than cutting further
into the point at Windy Corner. In addition, the proposed facilities on the replacement parcel
have been designed to keep a greater separation distance between wildlife viewers and Dall
sheep.
Fish
Effects on fish habitats are discussed under EFH below.
Federally Listed Species/Habitat of Special Concerns
The only federally listed species is the Cook Inlet population of beluga whales. The whales and
their critical habitat, including Turnagain Arm, are discussed below.
The Cook Inlet population of beluga whales is the only federally listed species. Turnagain Arm is
designated as critical habitat for these whales. Conversion of 3.97 acres of mudflats within fill
limits will occur in Turnagain Arm and result in a minimal loss of habitat.
The indirect effects of the road improvements would result in 26.3 acres of tidelands being filled,
other construction occurring adjacent to Turnagain Arm, and future occasional rescue vehicle use
from the proposed launch area. A biological assessment was conducted to identify and assess
potential impacts to the Cook Inlet population of beluga whales (Appendix G). The findings of
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the biological assessment and the determination of project effects under the Endangered Species
Act are summarized in Table 6.
Table 6: Potential Effects on Cook Inlet Beluga Whales
Action

Potential Effect

•
•
•

Fill

Blasting

Use of
Rescue
Vessel

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

habitat alteration
pollution
reduction in availability or quality of prey
species
injury or mortality
noise
habitat alteration
reduction in availability or quality of prey
species
noise
injury or mortality
noise
illegal harassment
injury or mortality

Mitigation
Measures
Proposed?

Determination

Yes

May affect;
not likely to adversely
affect

Yes

May affect;
not likely to adversely
affect

Yes

May affect;
not likely to adversely
affect

Mitigation Measures
The DOT&PF will follow the following mitigation measures to protect beluga whales and their
critical habitat:
1)

The proposed highway and railroad realignments were shifted 110 feet (34 meters)
inland and the fill placement was reduced by 7 acres (originally proposed to fill
45 acres).

2)

In-water fill placement will not occur from April 1 through June 15.

3)

Fill placement will only occur during daylight hours and will be restricted to within
six hours of low tide (three hours before and/or after local low tide).

4)

On-shore blasting will only occur during daylight hours and will be restricted to
within six hours of low tide (three hours before and/or after local low tide).

5)

Blasting activities will not occur at or below the intertidal zone.

6)

Protected Species Observers (PSOs) will be on-site to accurately identify beluga
whales at safety zone distances identified for the 160 decibels (dB) and the 120 dB
isopleths (Table 7).
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Table 7: The Proposed Impulsive (160 dB) and Continuous Noise (120 dB) Activities in
Turnagain Arm and the Required Safety Zones
Threshold
Safety Zone
(dB re 1 µParms SPL)
Blasting
160
1.5 kilometers (4,921 feet)
Fill and Pre-Fabricated Concrete Slab Placement
120
300 meters (984 feet)
Activity

rms = root mean square; SPL = sound pressure level; µPa = micropascal
Source: National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), National Marine Fisheries Service, 2015b

7)

PSOs will scan the 160 dB safety zone prior to impulsive acoustic output and the
120 dB safety zone prior to continuous acoustic output for beluga whales and other
marine mammals for 30 minutes, before commencing in-water noise activities.
a. If one or more beluga whales or other marine mammals are present within the
160 dB safety zone for impulsive noise or 120 dB safety zone for continuous
noise during this 30-minute observation period, in-water noise activities shall not
begin until all marine mammals vacate the safety zone of their own accord or until
no marine mammals have been observed in the safety zone for 30 minutes.
b. PSOs will continuously monitor the 160 dB safety zone during work producing
impulsive noise and the120 dB safety zones during work producing continuous
noise to prevent takes of any marine mammals.
c. Should the activity producing in-water noise cease for more than 60 minutes,
PSOs shall scan the 160 dB or the 120 dB safety zone for beluga whales and other
marine mammals for 30 minutes before again commencing work resulting in
in-water noise of more than 120 dB.

8)

Blasting activities will only occur when all marine waters within 4,921 feet
(1.5 kilometers) of the blasting site are visible by the PSO.

9)

PSOs will have binoculars, charts, a compass, and a rangefinder (or equivalent) and
have the ability to use these instruments to plot the positions of all observed marine
mammals within 328 feet (100 meters) of the marine mammals’ locations and shall
keep a record of all marine mammal sightings and associated data.

10)

PSOs will have the authority and means (direct communication) to shut down or stop
activities producing in-water noise capable of harassing a marine mammal when a
marine mammal(s) is detected within or is about to enter the 160 dB safety zone (for
impulsive noise) or the 120 dB safety zone (for continuous noise).

11)

PSOs will work shifts of four hours or less, with at least a one-hour break between
shifts, and shall not work more than 12 hours in a 24-hour period.
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12)

PSOs will stop in-water noise-producing activities immediately, if one or more beluga
whales or other listed marine mammals enter the safety zone for the equipment in use
or, in the opinion of the PSO, are about to enter that safety zone.

13)

A preliminary report on activities and results of the monitoring and mitigation
program will be submitted to the NMFS Alaska Regional Office (AKR) within
90 days after terminating the construction season.
a. The report will provide summaries of the dates and locations for construction
operations and a copy of the completed marine mammal observation spreadsheet.
b. All technical reports will provide full documentation of the methods, results, and
interpretation for all monitoring tasks.

14)

The final report on activities and results of the monitoring and mitigation program
will be submitted to NMFS AKR within 120 days of terminating the construction
season.

15)

Access to the rescue-craft ramp will be controlled via a locked gate and/or locked
posts preventing access and use by the general public.

16)

Permanent signs will be posted and maintained at the ramp to inform the public that
the ramp is only for emergency rescue-craft and authorized use, as determined by
DOT&PF.

17)

Staging areas will be located in upland areas adjacent to the proposed project area.

18)

The DOT&PF will develop and implement a SWPPP and Spill Prevention Control
and Countermeasure Plan.

Unique Ecosystems/World Heritage Sites/Old-Growth Forests/Et cetera
No direct or indirect impacts to unique ecosystems, world heritage sites, or old-growth forests
are anticipated.
Unique or Important Fish Habitat
Fish/Essential Fish Habitat (EFH)
Conversion of the upland parcels would not affect EFH. Conversion of the mudflats parcels has
the potential to adversely affect EFH, due to a loss of 3.97 acres of marine habitat will be
converted and filled.
Construction of the highway improvements requires moving the transportation corridor into
Turnagain Arm, resulting in indirect effects on EFH.
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The DOT&PF will abide by the following recommendations to minimize the potential for effects
to EFH:
▪

In-water construction work will be avoided from April 1 through June 15 to avoid
disturbances to out-migrating salmonid fry and smolts.

▪

In-water work and intertidal construction work will be conducted at low tide, to the
extent possible; fill material used in the project will come from clean shot rock.
Contaminated materials, if unexpectedly encountered, will not be used for fill.

▪

Measures will be taken to prevent the trapping of fish on embankment surfaces and
during construction activities.

After review, NMFS has determined that no further consultation regarding EFH is needed
(Appendix H).
Invasive Species (Plant or Animal)
Roads, along with waterways, are considered primary transport vectors for many invasive
species. Clean fill would be used on the converted mudflats to reduce the potential for
introduction of invasive species. Excavation of material sites would expose currently vegetated
areas to disturbance and provide an opportunity for the spreading of invasive plants. Exposed
soils at the material site would be stabilized following construction and seeded with a
DOT&PF-approved mix of grasses, subject to DNR’s approval of this measure in a reclamation
plan. Exposed bedrock or riprap would not be seeded and is not expected to promote invasive
species.
Indirect effects associated with construction of the highway improvements could occur, due to
disturbance of soils. Exposed roadside soils would be stabilized following construction and
seeded with a DOT&PF-approved mix of grasses. This should minimize the potential for the
spread of invasive species.
Recreation Resources
Recreation Resources
The proposed conversion would have a minimal effect on recreation and recreational resources.
The mudflats area is currently accessible only at low tide and is not actively used for recreation.
The two upland material sites are not crossed by trails or near parking areas and have low levels
of use. Although the conversion would remove federal LWCF coverage from 39.56 acres of
the 495,000-acre park, the lands being converted are not high-use areas as compared with other
areas of the park. This loss will be partially mitigated through the 14.7 acres of ROW
relinquished to CSP and construction of recreation facilities on the 14.7 acres.
Indirect effects on recreation from the highway improvements project are expected to be
minimal. The realignment of the transportation corridor encroaches into Turnagain Arm and
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non-Section 6(f) tidelands that are within the CSP boundary, but the area affected is not expected
to reduce uses of Turnagain Arm. The highest level of use in the area is for sightseeing and
hiking. The highway provides access to trailheads and scenic viewpoints and would continue to
provide that access.
The proposed highway realignment, material site development and reclamation, and replacement
parcel development are all in accordance with the long-term CSP goals as stated in the CSP
Management Plan.
National Parks, Preserves, Monuments, and Wild and Scenic Rivers
The proposed conversion would not directly or indirectly affect national parks, preserves,
monuments, or wild and scenic rivers.
State Refuges/Critical Habitat Areas/Sanctuaries
The proposed conversion would not directly or indirectly affect state refuges or sanctuaries.
Critical habitat for the Cook Inlet population of beluga whales was discussed previously.
Accessibility for Populations with Disabilities
The sites to be converted have no ADA facilities. The replacement parcel will provide two new
parking and viewing areas along the highway, including ADA-accessible parking spaces and
interpretive signage.
Overall Aesthetic/Special Characteristics/Features
The Seward Highway is a National Scenic Byway, characterized by rugged, steep mountains
surrounding the waters of Turnagain Arm. The proposed conversion would affect overall
aesthetics and characteristics of the project area. Conversion of the mudflats to transportation use
will change the character of the scenic Turnagain Arm shoreline in the immediate vicinity of the
improvements. The shoreline was previously modified when the highway and rail line were
originally constructed; most of the existing cliff face between MP 115 (Potter Marsh) and MP
103 (Indian) is due to blasting and rock excavation for original construction of the highway and
railroad. The long-term effect on the aesthetics and features would be minor in context as it is
similar to other areas of the highway.
The conversion of two upland areas to material sites would affect the overall aesthetics in these
areas. The material sites would introduce a more developed industrial use in an otherwise
naturally vegetated undeveloped setting. Designs for the material sites include measures to
mitigate the effect on the viewshed and aesthetics, including vegetative and topographic
screening. Although this conversion would result in adverse effects on the aesthetics in these
areas, the effect is minor in the context of the overall park and along the Scenic Byway.
The indirect effects of the highway and rail realignment would move the transportation corridor
farther from the steep rocky slopes of CSP and would encroach into Turnagain Arm. Overall
effects on aesthetics would be minor in the context of the corridor. The provision of parking and
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areas for scenic views of the CSP cliffs and Turnagain Arm would mitigate the change in
aesthetics.
Historic/Cultural Resources
The proposed conversion would have no direct impact on significant historic or cultural
resources.
Indirect effects from highway construction would occur where ANC-04057, a significant historic
property, would be realigned for approximately 2.0 miles of the 36.6-mile corridor, moving the
corridor a maximum of 425 feet from its current alignment at the proposed Gorilla Rock parking
area and turnout. The grade of the railroad would remain below and parallel to the existing
highway and continue to follow along the shoreline of the Turnagain Arm. The reconstructed
single-track railroad would contain the same basic features as before, but with replacement
in-kind materials. The State Historic Preservation Office has concurred that this would result in
no adverse effect to ANC-04057 (Appendix E).
Socioeconomics
The proposed conversion will have no direct impacts of the social or economic factors. The
parcels being converted have low use levels and would have negligible impacts on recreation
uses and users.
Indirect socioeconomic effects from the highway improvements include increased employment
and income from construction activities and spending. The improved traffic flow and safety is a
social benefit, as this highway is a key travel route for residents who live south of the project
area and commute to Anchorage to work, shop, and conduct business.
Minority and Low-Income Populations
The conversion parcels are all on CSP land and would have no direct impacts on any
populations.
Indirect effects from the highway improvement project are not anticipated to result in
disproportionate effects on low-income or minority populations. All travelers using the Seward
Highway will be adversely affected by construction delays in the short-term during construction
and will benefit from the improvements in the long-term.
Energy Resources (geothermal, fossil fuels, et cetera)
The proposed conversion would not affect energy resources. Construction activities at the
material sites would require use of some fossil fuels; however, this would not be enough to affect
supply or prices.
Indirect effects from highway construction would result in more use of fossil fuels. These effects
are expected to be minor and would not affect fuel supply or prices.
Other Agency or Tribal Land Use Plans or Policies
The proposed conversion would not directly or indirectly affect other agency or tribal land use
plans or policies.
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Contamination/Hazardous Materials
There are no known contaminated sites or hazardous materials on the proposed conversion
parcels.
Indirect effects from highway construction are possible. There are no known contaminated sites
or hazardous materials in the proposed project area, and the potential for adverse effects is
minimal.
Other Important Environmental Resources to Address
Federal Recreation Areas
The proposed conversion would not have direct or indirect effects on federal recreation areas.
Navigable Waters
Proposed conversion of 3.97 acres of mudflats within fill limits would affect the navigable
waters of Turnagain Arm. The mudflats parcels are adjacent to the existing transportation
corridor and shoreline, and effects on navigation would be negligible.
Indirect effects from realigning the highway and the rail line into Turnagain Arm will result in
the loss of almost 30 acres of tidal areas. This would have a minor adverse effect on navigable
waters but would not affect navigability on Turnagain Arm overall. There would also be a
beneficial indirect effect on navigation from construction of a new emergency access for rescue
crews responding to people or vessels in distress in Turnagain Arm.

Proposed Replacement Parcel
Geological Resources
The replacement parcel is currently within the Seward Highway ROW. The area will be regraded
and redeveloped with parking, a viewing shelter, interpretive signs, a boardwalk, a trailhead, and
a vault toilet. The direct effects on geological resources and landforms from development of the
replacement parcel would be negligible.
Indirect effects on geological resources from construction of the road improvements were
discussed under the conversion parcels discussion.
Air Quality
Direct impacts from construction of recreation improvements on the replacement parcel would
be minor and adverse in the short term in the vicinity of work areas, due to construction activities
and equipment emissions. No long-term effects are anticipated.
Indirect effects from the road improvement project are discussed above under the conversion
parcels discussion.
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Sound/Noise Impacts
Direct impacts from construction of recreation improvements on the replacement parcel would
be minor and adverse in the short term in the vicinity of work areas, due to construction activities
and equipment noise. No long-term effects are anticipated.
Indirect effects from the road improvement project are discussed above under the conversion
parcels discussion.
Water Quality/Quantity
The proposed conversion would have minimal direct effects on water quality or quantities. The
replacement parcel contains a single, small, unnamed drainage. This feature currently drains into
Turnagain Arm via a culvert under the highway. The drainage would be rerouted to create a
water feature with a boardwalk on the replacement parcel. Because of this redesign, water quality
is anticipated to be improved, as the water would have a higher residence time and lower energy,
allowing sediment and matter to settle out of the water prior to discharge to Turnagain Arm.
During construction, water quality may be temporarily impacted by increased sediment and soil
erosion. An Erosion and Sediment Control Plan will be implemented on-site to minimize the
potential for water quality effects.
Indirect effects from the road improvement project are discussed above under the conversion
parcels discussion.
Stream Flow Characteristics
Direct effects on stream flow on the replacement parcel are minor. Drainage from north of the
highway would continue to discharge to Turnagain Arm but would be detained on the
replacement parcel prior to discharge.
Indirect effects from the road improvement project are discussed above under the conversion
parcels discussion.
Marine/Estuarine
Construction on the replacement parcel would have minimal direct effects on the marine
environment. Drainage on the replacement parcel would continue to discharge into the marine
environment, but water quality of the discharge may be improved as the water is retained on the
parcel prior to discharge.
Indirect effects on the marine environment from the road improvement project are discussed
above under the conversion parcels discussion.
Floodplains/Wetlands/Other Waters of the U.S.
The replacement parcel is in Zone D, which has an undetermined flood risk. Construction of the
proposed improvements would not require a flood hazard permit. Since the area is currently
developed as part of the highway corridor, there would be no change in flood hazards from the
proposed improvements. There are no wetlands within the replacement parcel.
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Indirect effects on floodplains and wetlands from fill associated with the road improvement
project are discussed above under the conversion parcels discussion.
Land Use/Ownership Patterns/Property Values/Community Livability
Land use on the replacement parcel would change from transportation use to recreation use.
Property values and community livability are not expected to be directly impacted from the
conversion.
Indirect effects from the road improvement project are discussed above under the conversion
parcels discussion.
Circulation/Transportation
The replacement parcel will contain parking areas and other recreation areas. Circulation would
change, with turn pockets to aid access and egress into the new parking area. Transportation and
circulation would be improved by providing an area for sightseers and wildlife viewers to get off
the highway through lanes in a safe and efficient manner.
Indirect effects from the road improvement project are discussed above under the conversion
parcels discussion.
Plants/Animals/Fish and Federal Listed or Proposed Species
Plants
The replacement parcel is currently within the highway ROW. There are no direct effects on
plants.
Indirect effects from the road improvement project are discussed above under the conversion
parcels discussion.
Animals
The replacement parcel is currently within the highway ROW. There are no direct effects on
animals.
Indirect effects from the road improvement project are discussed above under the conversion
parcels discussion.
Fish
The replacement parcel is currently within the highway ROW. There are no direct effects on fish.
Indirect effects on fish are discussed above under the conversion parcels discussion.
Federally Listed Species/Habitat of Special Concerns
The replacement parcel is currently within the highway ROW. There are no direct effects on the
Cook Inlet population of beluga whales or their critical habitat.
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Indirect effects from the road improvement project are discussed above under the conversion
parcels discussion.
Unique Ecosystems/Old-Growth Forests/Et cetera
The proposed conversion would have no effect on unique ecosystems, world heritage sites, or
old-growth forests.
Unique or Important Fish Habitat
There is no fish habitat on the replacement parcel. Indirect effects from the highway
improvements are discussed under EFH below.
Fish/Essential Fish Habitat (EFH)
There would be no direct effects on fish habitat related to the replacement parcel. Indirect effects
from the road improvement project are discussed above under the conversion parcels discussion.
Invasive Species (Plant or Animal)
Reconstruction of the replacement parcel could result in a low potential for the introduction of
invasive species. However, soils will be stabilized as quickly as possible, and weed-free seed
would be used for vegetated areas.
Indirect effects from the road improvement project are discussed above under the conversion
parcels discussion.
Recreation Resources
Recreation Resources
The replacement parcel would partially offset the conversion of CSP parcels by providing an
additional 14.7 acres to the park. The replacement parcel would be reconstructed to contain
recreation facilities, including parking, improved trailhead access, a vault toilet, a viewing
shelter, and a boardwalk. This would be a beneficial effect on recreation resources.
Indirect effects from the road improvement project are discussed above under the conversion
parcels discussion.
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National Parks, Preserves, Monuments, and Wild and Scenic Rivers
The proposed conversion would have no direct or indirect effect on national parks, preserves,
monuments, or wild and scenic rivers.
State Refuges/Critical Habitat Areas/Sanctuaries
The proposed conversion would have no direct or indirect effect on state refuges or sanctuaries.
Effects on critical habitats were discussed previously.
Accessibility for Populations with Disabilities
The replacement parcel would be reconstructed to include parking facilities, interpretive signage,
and ADA-accessible features, including some small paths and scenic viewpoints. This would
result in a beneficial effect on accessibility.
Indirect effects from the road improvement project are discussed above under the conversion
parcels discussion.
Overall Aesthetic/Special Characteristics/Features
The replacement parcel is currently part of the Seward Highway ROW. Reconstruction of the
parcel into a new parking and interpretive and wildlife viewing area would not adversely affect
the overall aesthetics of the area. The new parking and viewing areas will provide new
opportunities for users to view the aesthetic features of the area.
Indirect effects from the road improvement project are discussed above under the conversion
parcels discussion.
Historic/Cultural Resources
The replacement parcel is currently part of the developed Seward Highway ROW.
Redevelopment of the area is not anticipated to affect cultural resources.
Indirect effects from the road improvement project are discussed above under the conversion
parcels discussion.
Socioeconomics
Construction of facilities on the replacement parcel would have short-term minor beneficial
effects on employment and wages associated with construction expenditures. The new facilities
and transfer of the site to CSP would not directly affect the economy or social conditions.
Indirect effects from the road improvement project are discussed above under the conversion
parcels discussion.
Minority and Low-Income Populations
Construction of facilities on the replacement parcel and transfer of the site to CSP would not
affect any populations.
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Indirect effects from the road improvement project are discussed above under the conversion
parcels discussion.
Energy Resources (geothermal, fossil fuels, et cetera)
Construction activities on the replacement parcel would require some quantity of fossil fuels for
construction activities; however, this would not be enough to affect supply or prices.
Indirect effects from the road improvement project are discussed above under the conversion
parcels discussion.
Other Agency or Tribal Land Use Plans or Policies
The proposed conversion would have no direct or indirect effects on other agency or tribal land
use plans and policies.
Contamination/Hazardous Materials
The replacement parcel is not known to contain any contaminated sites or hazardous materials,
and no direct effects are anticipated from conversion.
Indirect effects from the road improvement project are discussed above under the conversion
parcels discussion.
Other Important Environmental Resources to Address
The proposed conversion of the replacement parcel into parkland would have no direct or
indirect effect on other important environmental resources not mentioned previously.
Federal Recreation Areas
The proposed conversion of the replacement parcel into parkland would have no direct or
indirect effect on federal recreation areas.
Navigable Waters
The proposed conversion would have no direct effect on navigable waters within the replacement
parcel, as there are no navigable waters within the replacement parcel.
Indirect effects from the road improvement project are discussed above under the conversion
parcels discussion.
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CHAPTER 5—COORDINATION AND CONSULTATION
The following public outreach has been conducted for the Seward Highway, MP 105 to MP 107,
Windy Corner Project. The conversion was discussed as part of the highway project meetings
(Table 8).
Table 8: Public Outreach
Date
February 18, 2013
March 4, 2013
May 9, 2013
May 28, 2013
July 10, 2013
August 8, 2013
August 27, 2013
November 1, 2013
November 2, 2013

Type of Meeting
Girdwood Board of Supervisors
Public Meeting #1
Turnagain Arm Community Council
Technical Advisory Group (TAG)
Meeting #1
Alaska Railroad Corporation
(ARRC)
Coordination Meeting
TAG Meeting #2
State of Alaska Department of
Natural Resources (DNR)
TAG Meeting #3
Girdwood 2020

April 9, 2014

TAG Meeting #4

April 24, 2014

Public Meeting #2

May 8, 2014

Turnagain Arm Community Council

June 4, 2015

TAG Meeting #5

Purpose
Project kick-off
Project kick-off
Project kick-off
Initial agency feedback on preliminary
scope
Initial feedback from ARRC on
preliminary scope
Collect agency input on design options
Discussions with DNR on design options
and necessary permitting
Collect agency input on design options
Present concept design to Girdwood 2020
Discuss design details and environmental
work
Present and answer questions about current
design
Present and answer questions about current
design
Discuss design details and changes; solicit
agency input

Agency scoping was also conducted as part of the Windy Corner Improvement project. Agency
scoping letters were sent on March 5, 2013 to relevant resource agencies. These letters requested
feedback by April 1, 2013. In addition, an agency scoping meeting was held on March 20, 2013.
Appendix I contains all public outreach materials associated with each event listed above.
Additionally, a Facebook page and website were also developed for this project.
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The preparers of this EA are listed in Table 9.
Table 9: Environmental Assessment Preparers
Name
Maryellen
Tuttell
Erin Gora
Patrick
Whitesell
Lucy Zuccotti
Aaron Christie
Steve Noble
Kristen Hansen

Education/Experience
DOWL Staff
M.S., Food and Resource Economics
28 years
B.S., Marine Biology
5 years
M.S., Environmental Science, Policy, and
Management
14 years
M.A., Physical Anthropology
15 years
M.S., Environmental Engineering
14 years
M.S., Civil and Environmental Engineering
19 years
M.S., Environmental Science
17 years

Role
Environmental Assessment
Lead
Co-Lead Author
Co-Lead Author
Cultural Resources
Design Engineer
DOWL Project Manager
Environmental Manager/
Quality Assurance

State of Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities (DOT&PF) Staff
Tom Schmid
Mark Boydston

B.S., Mechanical Engineering
19 years

DOT&PF Project Manager

M.S., Agronomy
11 years

DOT&PF
Environmental Analyst/
Quality Assurance
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